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How the SlimCleaner Plus™ Gauge Works
1. Introduction to the Gauge
This part of the whitepaper introduces the SlimCleaner Plus™ gauge, a threepart indicator designed to provide a heads up diagnosis of a computer running
a Windows® Operating System. It allows users to get a general sense of the
status of their system, based on factors that are common to PCs. The factors,
once aggregated, are used to construct an overall measure of status,
displayed using a color-coded system.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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2. Status Blocks
The various color statuses are given labels meant to make the assessment
clear to the user and indicate a way to address issues if they’re detected. The
colors displayed in the gauge correspond to the colors displayed on the
SlimCleaner Plus™ Dashboard in the form of a “status-block”:

Status Good

–

No issues found

Status Medium

–

Some items found for cleaning

Status Low

–

Status Poor

–

Unknown

–

SlimCleaner Plus™

System may require cleaning or
optimizing, few to no adjustments to
security settings needed
System requires cleaning, optimizing or
adjustment to security settings
A scan must be run to assess system status
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3. What does a status reading measure?
A status reading is a measure of three (3) categories.
1. The first is the presence or absence of so-called “junk”. This includes files
and registry keys that are generally considered to be unnecessary
inasmuch as they fulfill one or more of the following qualities.
(a.) they take up system resources (hard disk space, memory, cpu time,
etc.) that can be otherwise utilized,
(b.) they are invalid or obsolete,
(c.) they may pose a threat to user privacy by housing user-specific data
that pertains to system-unique settings, browser activity or personal
information.
2. The second category is the presence or absence of potentially unwanted
startup processes and toolbars. This measurement corresponds to the
perceived level of “optimization,” on a computer. Startup processes will
initiate programs at Windows® bootup, causing a drain on CPU speed that
is most readily perceived as a slow startup time.
Browser add-ons, like toolbars, can have a comparable effect in Web
browsers. Because they are loaded while the browser is being activated,
these add-ons can slow the startup process. They can even slow down its
ongoing performance or cause the browser to crash after it starts up.
3. The third category is the detection of system settings that detract from
overall system security. This includes having no anti-virus software
installed or having it disabled, having no firewall installed or having it
disabled, having Windows® Updates disabled. (See below for a full list of
appraised settings.)

SlimCleaner Plus™
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Interpreting Color-Coded Gauge Evaluations
No junk? - Because the status of a system includes security settings as well
as optimization settings, it is possible for a computer to be free of junk files
and still receive a POOR or LOW status rating. When system settings that
pertain to system security are set in a way that increases the risk to a
computer system, SlimCleaner Plus™ reflects that higher risk in the form of a
lower rating.

Positive Security Settings? - Conversely, a computer with positive
security settings may still receive a POOR or LOW status if it is littered with a
high volume of “junk”, or it has un-optimized components, such as startup
processes that are considered unwanted based on the independent feedback
of our user community.

New PC? – Given the scenarios above, it’s possible for a new or “out-of-thebox” system to also receive a POOR or LOW status rating. Not only is it possible
for initial security settings to be set in a way that increases risk, but retail
computer systems also frequently come with pre-installed software. This
software can contribute factors that detract from overall optimization or
generate “junk” data.

3-Parts - To increase a status rating, (1) junk and privacy-threatening data
must be removed, (2) un-optimized components must be optimized AND (3)
system settings that pertain to the security of a PC must be adjusted so that
they minimize potential risk to a system.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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4. Privacy and Cleaners Indicator (Left Indicator)
The gauge has three readout indicators. The one on the far left is labeled
Privacy and Cleaners.

Its display corresponds to the number of items detected by SlimCleaner Plus™
that are definitively present on the PC being scanned. This number is
aggregated from detected files and registry keys that are most commonly
considered to be unnecessary based on the premise that they contain one or
more of the following qualities:
(a.) they take up hard-drive space that can be otherwise utilized,
(b.) they are invalid or obsolete
(c.) they may pose a threat to user privacy by housing user-specific data
that pertains to system-unique settings, browser activity or personal
information.
(d.) they contribute to program behavior that can have a negative effect on
computer performance or the performance of other programs.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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What is Not Removed - What Makes SlimCleaner Plus™ “Safe”
Knowing what is targeted for removal under the Privacy and Cleaners
category, it is important to note the kinds of things that are not removed. In
particular these include any and all system files that are deemed necessary by
the specifications of Windows® itself.

SlimCleaner Plus™ is a safe program – It is designed so as to not
affect the capacity of the operating system to run or execute critical
functions. SlimCleaner Plus™ performs cleaning and optimization in terms
of three domains: data, settings and registry keys.
 Any data file or registry key that is designated as a “core system file”
is not removed by the cleaning functions in SlimCleaner Plus™.
 Any settings configuration or registry key that is designated as
“system functional” is not altered by the optimizing functions in
SlimCleaner Plus™

Whitelists & the SlimWare Community – Many items that are
cleaned or settings altered in SlimCleaner Plus™ are suggestions made by
the SlimWare cloud community, a consensus of items that are popularly
considered to be “potentially unwanted.” But safeguards are taken by our
computer experts to whitelist any data, settings or registry keys that are
crucial to the function of Windows®.
Whitelisting means that there is assembled a list of items and files
(as specified above) that will not be removed or altered. This list is
programmed into SlimCleaner Plus™ and supersedes any community
suggestion pertaining to a given item. SlimCleaner Plus™ therefore
contains built-in lists of protected computer sectors that cannot be
altered by users of the program, and thereby harm a Windows®
computer system.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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What Files are Detected by the Privacy and Cleaners Category?
The Privacy and Cleaners indicator displays the number of potentially
unnecessary data by assessing five (5) regions:
1. Windows® System – items stored as logs and histories that are themselves
generated by Windows® or by utilities that are built into a Windows® install.
The default selection for the scan includes the following:






System Files
System log files
System memory dump files
Files in the Windows® Recycle Bin
Files in the Windows® Temporary Folder








Windows® History Files
The Windows® Feeds cache
The Recent Network Connections log
The Run Command history
Windows® Search history
The Windows® Thumbnail cache








Windows® Utility Files: files stored in:
The CD Storage Folder
The MS® Management Console
The MS® Paint Recent File list
The MS® Reliability monitor
The WordPad Recent File list

SlimCleaner Plus™
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2. Applications – items stored as logs and histories that are generated by
installed applications. These include but are not limited to detection logs
produced by Anti-Malware scanners, correspondence logs produced by IM
clients like Skype® and Windows® Mail, and cached data produced by
multimedia programs, such as Adobe® Flash Player, Apple® iTunes, and
Microsoft® GameCenter. The following are sample program types for which
SlimCleaner Plus™ isolates activity logs and cached data. Every PC system will
have a different software profile depending on what applications are installed.









Anti-Malware programs
Internet-coordinating (cloud) programs
Audio/Video editing programs
Multimedia programs
Email/IM clients
Photo Editing programs
Productivity programs
System Utility programs

3. Browsers - items stored as logs and histories that are generated by installed
Web browsers, and thus may contain data that reconstructs user browsing
activity either in part or whole. The default selection for the scan includes files
in each installed browser’s respective:







Cache
Cookies list
Crash Reports
Download History
Indexed data files
Logs

SlimCleaner Plus™
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4. Registry – items stored as registry keys that are generated by the day-to-day
operational functions of a Windows® system and installed software. Items
that are considered unnecessary include registry keys housing data that
describes user activity. We characterize such data as a potential threat to user
privacy because it can be used to forensically determine a user’s actions.
The registry keys that house them are deemed safe for removal via the
procedures laid out above in What is Not Removed - What Makes SlimCleaner
Plus™ “Safe”?
Also deemed unnecessary are keys that remain even though corresponding
programs may have been uninstalled or otherwise disassociated with them.













Shared DLLs
File Extensions
COM
Application Paths
Fonts
Help Files
Installers
Empty Software
Startups
MUI Cache
Sounds
Services

SlimCleaner Plus™
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5. Startups & IE® Toolbars – startups are executable sequences that initialize a
larger program when Windows® boots. This has two purposes: one is that it
lets programs (especially larger ones) pre-load. The other is that it makes
certain program features, like automated scans, available as soon as the
computer boots up.
Such startups are offered as a benefit of the computing experience. They do
not constitute necessary functionality for the operation of a given program.
While a given startup may allow a program to load faster, the amount of time
it takes to boot a computer is directly correlated with the number of startups
on a system.
For this reason, startup processes as a whole are generally considered to be
unnecessary. The One-Click Scan & Fix however assess a given startup’s level
of usefulness based on the independent feedback of our user community.
Only items deemed unnecessary by the user-community are slated for
removal.
IE® Toolbars can have the same effect in Internet Explorer®. Though toolbars
can add browsing functions like weather, games and targeted search, the
more toolbars there are, the longer it takes for Internet Explorer® to load.
Active toolbar widgets can also make the browser behave more slowly during
an Internet session.

How is the left indicator setting determined?
When a scan begins, the computer system is assigned a full numeric score on
an invariant (uniform) scale. During a scan, a pre-set number of points are
deducted for every privacy, cleaning or adverse optimization item found.
When the scan is complete, SlimCleaner Plus™ aggregates the number of
these items and that number is then placed on a scale with four divisions, each
corresponding to one of the four color-coded readouts. The appropriate
readout is illustrated in the left-hand indicator.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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5. Security and Updates Indicator (Right Indicator)
The indicator on the far right is labeled Security and Updates.

Its display corresponds to a graded assessment of a PC’s security based on
settings as they are detected by SlimCleaner Plus™. It detects whether are not
certain settings relevant to the overall security of PC are configured in a
positive or negative way.
For the indicator, positive characterizes a setting that contributes to PC
security, and negative characterizes a setting that detracts from it. Before a
scan begins, every system is assigned a full score on an invariant (uniform)
scale.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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During a scan, a pre-set number of points are deducted for every setting that
is negative. Negative system settings include the following:











Anti-virus software is not installed
Anti-virus software is not enabled
Anti-virus software is out-of-date
A firewall is not installed
The firewall is not enabled
The firewall is out-of-date
Automatic (Windows®) updates are not enabled
There are outstanding Windows® Updates available
Remote Registry is enabled
Messenger Service is enabled (Windows® XP Only)

How is the right indicator setting determined?
When the scan is complete, SlimCleaner Plus™ evaluates the system by
applying to it a numeric grade based on the total number of deductions. That
grade is then placed on a pre-set scale with four divisions, each corresponding
to one of the four color-coded readouts. That readout is illustrated in the lefthand indicator.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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6. Overall Status Indicator (Center Indicator)
The indicator that constitutes the center (and largest) readout illustrates the
overall status of the PC.

It represents a unified summary of both the Privacy and Cleaner assessment
and the Security and Updates grade. It does this by utilizing two numbers:
1. The number representing the grade given in the Privacy and Cleaner scan.
2. The number representing the grade given in the Security and Updates
scan.

How is the center indicator setting determined?
The two numbers are averaged together, yielding a single numeric score.
That score is then plotted on a pre-set scale divided into four (4) health
statuses: Good, Medium, Low, Poor. This status is then illustrated on the
readout as a marker for the overall status of the PC.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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SlimCleaner Plus™ Performance Benchmarks
Results based on two benchmarking tests: these tests were designed to
simulate common conditions found on sample computer systems. Individual
results may vary.

1. Introduction to Benchmarks
This part of the whitepaper provides performance test results for SlimCleaner
Plus™ and its ability to clean and optimize a PC using its One-Click Scan & Fix
(1-Click Scan & Fix). The results included were performed on two sample
computers running Windows® operating systems. This was done to create a
profile for how SlimCleaner Plus™ performed on different types of machines.
This performance profile is therefore designed to characterize the essential
machine types that are currently available on the market.

Third-Party Verification
The testing methodology and results presented in this white paper have been
verified by the independent testing agency, TestPros™. Upon duplicating the
tests detailed below, TestPros™ found that the resulting performance of
SlimCleaner Plus™ was as described.
As a result, this agency has certified that the
performance statements proclaimed in the white paper
are accurate, correct, and true across similar
conditions. And so we proudly include, with
permission, the certification that SlimCleaner Plus™ is
TestPros™ Tested.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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2. Dynamic Nature of Test Results
Influence from the SlimWare Utilities Cloud Link
The benchmarks set down in this analysis represent not only the status of the
test machines in the controlled environment, but also the status of the user
ratings and reviews at the time of testing.
SlimCleaner Plus™ relies on user-ratings to make certain decisions, including
whether or not a given startup entry will be flagged for removal in a One-Click
scan. The SlimWare Utilities cloud database maintains these user ratings. If at
one time a given item’s startup entry has a rating of “Good” or “Optional” it
will not be flagged for removal in the One-Click Scan. But if that same item’s
startup entry, due to the input of new ratings, is demoted to “Unwanted”; a
sequential scan will reflect that change.

Why controlled tests may yield different results
In this way, two tests done at separate times may potentially yield slight
variances in result, even if they are conducted in testing environments with
the exact same conditions. In the scenario given above, the PC startup time
recorded in the second trial may be faster than that recorded in the first. This
is because the startup entry, now flagged as “Unwanted”, will be removed,
whereas in the first trial it was not.
These sorts of changes in aggregate user opinion are rare, and when they do
occur, they will have only a marginal effect on the overall optimization profile
for a computer. That being said, it must be noted that such changes are
possible, so all benchmarks set herein must be viewed as a mean within a set
of parameters. They can trend slower or faster in terms of processing speeds,
and they can trend higher or lower in terms of memory capacity.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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3. Testing Machines
The computers chosen for benchmark testing were selected in order to
represent typical PC types that can be purchased by average users at common
vendors at median prices. They are both mobile platforms. This is to ensure
that testing can be done in the “closed-space” of a self-contained unit without
the added variables of optional peripherals and/or internal components.
The operating system being used on both test machines is Windows® 8.1, the
most current version of Windows® as per these tests and the most optimized
version of Windows® yet produced. Because previous versions of Windows®
are generally less efficient, it’s likely that cleaning and optimization results
from the One-Click Scan & Fix & Fix will be equivocal or even better than
those presented here.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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Testing Machines Continued
Machine 1: Asus K50i Laptop
 Model: K50i
 Operating System: Windows® 8.1 (64-bit)
 CPU (Processor): Intel® Pentium® Dual Core Processor T4200 : 2.0 GHz
FSB 800MHz, 1M L2 Cache
 CPU (Graphics): NVIDIA® GeForce® G102M, with 512MB VRAM
 Memory: 3 GB DDR2 800 MHz SDRAM, 2 x SODIMM
 Storage: 320GB, 5400rpm (SATA)

Machine 2: Samsung Series 7 Slate Tablet







Model: XE700T1A-A01 US
Operating System: Windows® 8.1 (64-bit)
CPU (Processor): Intel Core i5 Processor 2467M 1.6GHz
GPU (Graphics): Intel® HD Graphics 3000
Memory: 4 GB SO-DIMM
Storage: 60 GB SSD (mSATA)

Results Scaling: Memory and Drive Type
When the results from benchmark testing are plotted on the charts below,
computer-specific scales for such metrics as hard drive space or physical
memory are specified. For other metrics, such as startup and shutdown
speed measurements, both computers show comparable results, but with
one system being uniformly faster than the other in all test states. This is
due to the fact that the two test machines have different types of hard
drives. The Samsung Series 7 Tablet uses a solid-state memory (SSD) drive
which allows the operating system to access data relevant for startup and
shutdown more quickly than in a hard-disk drive (HDD).

SlimCleaner Plus™
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4. Testing Environment & Pre-Test Settings
The conditions under which the benchmarks will be tested are designed to
emulate those conditions under which the average user would operate a PC.

1. Testing Environment


Ambient temperature is set at:



Relative humidity in testing environment is:



Ambient light:

23° C
10 - 80%
250 +/- 50 lux

2. Devices


Any and all external devices have been disconnected.

3. Wireless Adapter: Wi-Fi


Each platform has a wireless adapter that has been enabled to
emulate a typical user scenario. Wi-fi is “On”.

4. Operating System: Fresh Install


Fresh install the operating system to overwrite all user data and
applications

SlimCleaner Plus™
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Creating a “Base” state for testing
The “Base” state is the state of the computer where we will take initial
readings. These readings contribute the first measurement in the
benchmarks and is meant to act as a control, illustrating the optimal state of a
computer without the influence of third party software. For this reason, the
“Base” state is considered to be a clean state. The following criteria are met
before testing.

5. “Base” State Operations









Windows® Update successfully run on all machines 24 hours prior to
testing and the systems were each restarted five times. Windows®
Update then disabled.
The Windows® Experience index was calculated
Windows® 8’s new “Automatic Maintenance” feature run and then
disabled
“SuperFetch” feature is set to enabled (adapts to programs and
Windows® usage)
Windows® Search index is fully built
Scheduled Tasks have been performed.
‘Rundll32.exe advapi 32 dll,ProcesidleTasks’ command used to make
Windows® perform file placement optimization tasks

6. Security Settings




Windows® Firewall is set to “On”.
Anti Virus software is installed (Windows® Defender)
Anti Virus software is enabled (Windows® Defender)

SlimCleaner Plus™
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4. Testing Tools
The benchmarks will be made using available measurement software.
 Windows® Performance Analyzer, a component of Windows®
Performance Toolkit: This tool allows us to analyze the results captured by
the Windows® Performance Recorder.
 Windows® Performance Recorder, a component of Windows®
Performance Toolkit: This tool was used to trace system boot up and
shutdown, allowing us to record the time it took the computer to complete
both operations.
 Assessment Console, a module of Windows® Advanced Deployment
Kit: This tool allows us to monitor the performance of Internet Explorer®
 Task Manager, a built-in component of Windows® OS
o This tool allows us to monitor a machine’s physical memory footprint
by observing which applications are running.
o It also allows us to monitor the number of active processes running on
the machine
 Resource Monitor, a built-in component of Windows® OS: This tool also
allows us to monitor physical memory usage in detail.
 Semantic® Ghost, part of the Symantec® Ghost Solution Suite: This is an
image making tool. It is not installed on the test machine and so does not
affect its load state at any time. Instead, it creates images of the machine
state in a remote location. This image can then be re-applied to a
machine.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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5. Creating a “High-Load” State: 50+ Programs
The viability of the benchmark test can only be measured by how well
SlimCleaner Plus™’s One-Click Scan & Fix can increase performance.
One GOAL is to create a state that has diminished performance.
Performance is defined herein as the efficiency with which a computer
behaves in respect to these factors:
1. The amount of CPU time Windows® needs to assign to run the number
of tasks it’s being asked to run.
2. The amount of memory (RAM) Windows® needs to run the number of
tasks it’s being asked to run.
Given these factors, the greater number of tasks the system is assigned will
lead to a decrease in performance proportional to the power of the CPU and
size of the memory.
A second GOAL is to create a state that is commonly found on users’
computers, and one that does not represent an aberrational load of resourceheavy components that would not be typical of average computer users.
To this effect, we installed 50+ programs that are considered popular and are
commonly downloaded by a wide user base.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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50+ Programs Continued
These programs will affect performance by installing and activating the
following things:






Services
Background processes
Startup items
Plug-Ins and Explorer.exe hooks
Drivers (some third-party software installs drivers, for example virtual
DVD drives.)

The use of 50+ programs is intended to emulate a typical condition found on a
user’s computer. The experiment is designed to illustrate the capabilities of
SlimCleaner Plus™ to better system performance under a high-load scenario.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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50+ Program Selection Criteria
The applications for testing were selected on the basis of two criteria.
The first (1st) is their general popularity. Software popularity was
determined by evaluating the most common software detected by
SlimCleaner Plus™, and the most popular software as reported by
Download.com (at the time of the testing). In order to avoid creating a
scenario that did not represent a reasonable load in a typical machine, it
was necessary to use only programs that fulfill a minimum level of user
popularity.
The second (2nd) is that the software selected should represent each
grade of SlimWare’s scale for software rated by users. What this means is
that we selected software from each rating level: Bad, Optional and Good.
Within each grade, we selected programs that were common downloads
both by our users and by the users of other mainstream portals like
download.com.
By attending these criteria, we were able to create a balanced sampling set of
programs that ranged from having a moderate to severe influence on system
performance, while also ensuring that we were creating a “realistic” program
pool that still represented the kinds of applications most commonly found on
SlimWare users’ PC’s.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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The procedure for creating the high-load state
The procedure for creating the high-load state is as follows:
1. The two test machines were given a ghost image in the “Base” state. The
software present in the base state includes only that software that is
included in a new installation of Windows®.
2. 50+ programs are installed.
a. Programs are selected based on general popularity and common
download statistics on popular download portals. Types include …
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Web Browsers
vii. File Sharing Programs
Security Programs
viii. Compression Programs
Messaging Clients
ix. Image Creation/Edition Suites
Online Cloud Storage Servers x. System Utilities
Media Programs
xi. Document and Office Suites
Runtimes
xii. Entertainment and Gaming
Programs

The 50+ Programs do not include SlimCleaner Plus™
b. All programs are installed under “standard” conditions. This means that
any opt-in downloads (including toolbars and supplementary offers)
that are selected by default during the download process are enabled.
These secondary downloads are commonly garnered by users and
constitute part of the load state.
c. After install, each program is started at least once to finalize the
creation of any additional application specific files and/or user settings.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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The Procedure for Creating a High-Load State Continued
3. Each machine is re-booted 5+ times. This is done for two reasons: (1.) to
initiate and clear post-installation background activities that are commonly
part of a program’s first run. And (2.) to initiate ongoing background
activities requested by the programs, including startup entries, processes
and services.
4. Another ghost image is created for each machine. This image captures the
“high-load” state that can be re-initialized exactly for test uniformity.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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The Procedure for Testing with SlimCleaner Plus™
SlimCleaner Plus™ is not included as one of the 50+ programs used to create
the high-load state. This ensures that we can garner results from the OneClick Scan & Fix within a sequence of events that demarcates clearly the
transition from one state to another.
To this effect, SlimCleaner Plus™ is installed only after all readings from the
high-load state have been recorded. In this way, we can characterize the use
of SlimCleaner Plus™ as a method for repairing or optimizing conditions as
they already exist on the high-load state.
1. SlimCleaner Plus™ is installed using its direct download link on
www.slimcleaner.com.
2. SlimCleaner Plus™ is opened and registered.
3. The One-Click Scan & Fix is run with default “out-of-the-box” settings.
4. The computer is rebooted.
5. The One-Click Scan & Fix is run with default “out-of-the-box” settings a
second time.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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Why is the One-Click Scan & Fix Run Two Times?
Because the One-Click Scan & Fix conducts multiple optimization tasks, the
recursive effects from one task can have effects on another, specifically in regard
to creating new junk data. The two main events that engender these effects are
as follows:
a. SlimCleaner Plus™ initiates software updates – the act of updating
software will lodge temporary files into Windows® that enumerate the
details of the update: when it took place and what programs were
involved.
b. SlimCleaner Plus™ uninstalls software components such as programs or
browser add-ons – the act of uninstalling software components will also
lodge temporary files into Windows® that enumerate the details of an
uninstall process: when it took place and what programs were involved.
Running the One-Click Scan & Fix two times allows for components such as the
Junk and Privacy Cleaner (see below) to re-assess and remove any temporary
data that was created by other processes during the previous One-Click Scan &
Fix. This creates the most accurate profile of a computer state that can be said to
have been fully optimized with SlimCleaner Plus™.

SlimCleaner Plus™
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The One-Click Scan & Fix is a multi-tool feature, designed to address various
regions of a computer system in a coordinated way so as to simultaneously
remove potentially unwanted software and suggest optimizations. These
suggestions are fed by a dynamic cloud link; the SlimWare data cloud provides an
updating stream of information, supplied by a team of computer experts and a
community of thousands of users. An overview of the tools used by default in the
One-Click Scan & Fix is as follows.
a. Junk and Privacy Cleaner – identifies data that is potentially
unwanted, constituting material that takes up space or that can pose a
security risk by containing personally identifying information.
b. Registry Cleaner – identifies registry keys that are defunct. Often
these are empty keys, or keys that have been unlinked from a given
host program.
c. Optimizer – identifies supplementary program components (startup
entries and services) that may be potentially unwanted.
d. Updates – identifies available Windows® updates
e. Browsers – identifies browsing history components and browser addons that may be potentially unwanted. This component also identifies
add-ons and toolbars for Internet Explorer® which can have a
detrimental effect on browser startup time.
f. Security – assesses security settings for a PC.
g. Software – identifies installed programs that may be potentially
unwanted.
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System Status Before Running the One-Click Scan & Fix
Asus
K50i
Laptop
Scan Status
UNKNOWN

Samung Series
7 Slate Tablet
Scan Status
UNKNOWN
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6. Test 1: OS Boot Speed
A computer’s boot speed is not simply the act of the operating system
initializing. Many programs engage post-boot operations that can co-occur
with a user interacting with the system, and this can make a computer seem
slow when it first starts.
The Windows® Performance Toolkit measures this boot time by starting at the
end of the UEFI/BIOS boot, and culminating when the system can be said to
have reached a state of “idle.” This state is characterized as one in which the
computer readily accepts user input and is defined as 5 aggregate seconds
wherein the cumulative storage (disk input/output) utilization and processing
(CPU) utilization is under 20% of the total available.i
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Results

This test is measured in seconds as enumerated above, indicating the time for
the system to reach a state of “idle”.
In the case of the Samsung Series 7 Tablet, the system was unable to
reach a state of “idle” in the High-Load state. This means that the computer
remained operational, but the Windows® Performance Recorder was not able
to ascertain 5 aggregate seconds of “idle” time before reaching its “time-out”
limit of six (6) minutes.
Since the High-Load state of this computer did not reach “idle” before the six
minute mark, the time for this state is not readily comparable to those of the
Base State or that of the system after having run a One-Click Scan & Fix.
For this reason, we have indicated the point of comparison for the tablet to be
a terminal limit relative to the One-click Scan & Fix, in this case, greater than
(>) two (2) minutes.
To garner a meaningful comparison for the tablet’s bootup performance, we
have presented the results of the bootup time after the One-Click Scan & Fix
as they compare to the bootup time of the Base State.

In the case of the Asus Laptop, the Windows® Performance Recorder was
able to reach “idel” in the High-Load state. Consequently, the results for the
One-Click Scan & Fix are measured as a rate of increased boot speed over that
obtained in the High-Load state.
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Results Continued

On the Asus Laptop, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able decrease startup time
by an average of 141.92 seconds. That’s 56% faster than the high-load state.

On the Samsung, Series 7 Tablet, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able decrease
startup time to a state within 65 seconds of the Base State.
This can be taken to indicate that the One-Click Scan & Fix was able to
restore lost speed to a time that was only 65 seconds longer than that of a
state with a fresh install of Windows®.
While the high-load state imposed conditions such that the system could
not reach a state of “idle” within a 6-minute time frame, SlimCleaner Plus™
enabled the system to obtain a state of “idle” in under eighty (80) seconds.
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Boot Speed on Asus Laptop
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7. Test 2: OS shutdown speed
Opposite to a boot-up speed, the shutdown speed is a measurement of the
time it takes for Windows® to close running services and processes. When
restarting or shutting down a computer, a longer shutdown speed is often a
source of annoyance to users.

Results

On the Asus Laptop, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able to decrease shutdown
time by an average of 12 seconds. That’s 40% faster than the high-load state.

On the Samsung, Series 7 Tablet, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able to
decrease shutdown time by an average of 12.80 seconds. That’s 66.5%
faster than the high-load state.
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Shutdown Speed on Asus Laptop
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8. Test 3: Physical memory footprint
Physical memory is the amount of RAM (Random Access Memory) being used
by the system, and it’s this usage that is directly proportional to the number of
tasks the computer is being asked to do. The greater number of tasks, the
more memory is consumed and the greater potential for performance to
suffer.
The amount of memory being used is determined by observing the Windows®
Task Manager. Results are presented as a percentage of the memory being
used in terms of the total memory available for the system.

Results

On the Asus Laptop, the One-Click Scan & Fix increased the amount of
available physical memory by 333 MB. That’s an increase of 19.6%.

On the Samsung, Series 7 Tablet, the One-Click Scan & Fix increased the
amount of available physical memory 300 MB. That’s an increase of 15%.
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Physical Memory on Asus Laptop
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9. Test 4: Number of active processes
Processes are activities enacted by different programs. These are executable
sequences that run in the background and give support to larger, host
programs. While processes can be helpful, they are generally considered to be
unnecessary. Processes use resources, such as computer processing and
memory, so having a large number of active processes can detriment
computer performance by slowing down the time it takes to do multiple tasks
or run large programs.

Results

On the Asus Laptop, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able to decrease the
average number of active processes by 32. That’s 37% fewer.

On the Samsung, Series 7 Tablet, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able to
decrease the average number of active processes by 25. That’s 26% fewer.
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10. Test 5: Amount of space freed
One of the features of SlimCleaner Plus™ is its ability to remove excess data via
its cleaning tool; this is one of the utilities built into the One-Click Scan & Fix.
It works by identifying logs, temp files and caches from both the Windows®
system and from third-party programs. It can then wipe that data, freeing up
disk space and removing some material that could be a threat to user privacy.

Results

On the Asus Laptop, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able to increase the
average amount of free space by 3,333 megabytes (3.33 GB). Given the
relative amount of the total hard drive space at 150 GB, this is an increase of
1.3%.

However, on the Samsung, Series 7 Tablet, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able
to increase average amount of free space by 900 megabyte (0.90 GB). Given
the relative amount of total hard drive space at only 60GB, this is a significant
increase of 2.6%.
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Free Space on Asus Laptop
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11. Test 6: Internet Explorer® startup performance
Internet Explorer® is the commonly used Web Browser on Windows®
computers. As the main portal through which millions of users access the
Internet, the performance of Internet Explorer® can reflect trends in a PC. Just
like the operating system that holds it, Internet Explorer® can lose
performance due to demands being placed on it. Browser add-ons like
toolbars and specialty extensions can add extra functionality to the browser,
but also cause it slow down. This test measures the speed at which the
browser starts up.

Results

On the Asus Laptop, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able to increase the
average speed of IE® startup by 6 seconds. That’s an 83% faster startup.

On the Samsung, Series 7 Tablet, the One-Click Scan & Fix was able to
increase the average speed of IE® startup by 1.88 seconds. That’s a 24%
faster startup.
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IE Startup Time on Asus Laptop
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System Status after the One-Click Scan & Fix is Run
Asus
K50i
Laptop
Scan Status
GOOD

Samung Series
7 Slate Tablet
Scan Status
GOOD
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12. Concluding Remarks
Each of the 6 tests were designed to assess the change in performance in a
Windows® PC. The high-load state emulated the conditions that the average
computer user would encounter after a year or more of routine use. While not
every user will download 50+ applications, the number is not unreasonable, as
many will install multiple programs complete with the supplementary
downloads, startups and processes that come with.

In each of the tests, the One-Click Scan & Fix from SlimCleaner Plus™ bettered
the general performance in the test computers in a measurable way. The
consensus is that the One-Click Scan & Fix freed up hard-disk space and
reduced the number of demands that are put on the computer at a given
moment, thus helping to alleviate common problems of computer slow down,
slow boot-up, and slow browser loading.

Microsoft, the Windows® logo, Internet Explorer, IE, Apple, Symantec, Samsung, Asus & Adobe are registered trademarks of their
respective corporations in the United States and/or other countries.
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i

See Microsoft’s specifications in the Hardware Developent Center pertaining to On/Off Assessments.
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/hardware/jj130812.aspx#OO_Post_On_Off_Duration
(Accessed 2/15/2016)
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